WavEC Management Policies

WavEC Management Policy follows 9 main principles:

1. Ensure WavEC client’s satisfaction through meeting requirements and expectations of all activities related to marine renewable energy, offshore aquaculture and ocean engineering solutions;

2. Fully comply with all legal requirements related with consulting and research services;

3. Ensure WavEC’s employees’ satisfaction by complying with all law regulations;

4. Follow established requirements as an entity part of the scientific and technological system and as an interface centre;

5. Establish and manage partner relationships with suppliers, considering them an integral part of the managing system, evaluating and qualifying the services provided;

6. Involve all WavEC employees in the managing system, considering and adapting their needs and requirements;

7. Adopt a managing approach for all activities, products and services provided that considers social, environmental and economic impacts as well as risks associated;

8. Ensure information security and personal data protection, complying with the legislation in place;

9. Systematically evaluate corporate managing system performance results, maintaining business activities in accordance with the established procedures and working to continuously improve system effectiveness.

WavEC values and principles Policy is available at WavEC’s official website and posted in different parts of the workplace.